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OpenLiberty.org

An open community of developers formed in January 2007 
to coordinate synergies among global open source 
initiatives and to identify and deliver the open source 
libraries developers need to build applications that take 
advantage of the features in Liberty Alliance standards, 
including: the Liberty Identity Governance Framework (IGF), 
Liberty Advanced Client, Liberty Federation (SAML 2.0), and 
Liberty Identity Web Services (ID-WSF2.0 and ID-SIS*).  
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Project Objectives

A declarative identity-API, has the potential to:
De-couple applications from specific infrastructure,
Describe clearly the requirements and use of identity 
information in an application,
Enable use of multiple modalities of identity, and
Create a much simpler, easy-to-learn API
Primary focus on needs of developer
Key support for infrastructure managers, privacy & 
compliance officers, business managers
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Project Principles

An open community project
Apache 2.0 License
Encourage wide re-use

IDE Integration
Application Servers

Don’t re-invent
Re-use existing open source and commercial products
Collaborate with other projects
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Current Practice

Why do developers of applications choose to roll their own 
identity management?
Because:

Schema can be controlled & unique
Identity management can be controlled
Environment can be controlled
User-experience can be controlled
No new systems and protocols to learn and invest in

I’m not sure XXXX is will last
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Current Issues

Developers unfamiliar with identity protocols and associated 
programming libraries

Interoperability issues
Protocol mistakes and errors

Developers don’t care about privacy requirements
Minimal data usage and retention
Consent handling
Data assurance/quality
Legislative requirements

Is the application generating personal information?
Even with minimal data, the application may generate 
new information about individuals
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Many Identity Sources

Healthcare & 
Benefits

CRM / Sales

Telecom Financial & Purchasing 
Systems

Professional

E-MailTravel & Other
Services

HR Systems

Employees, 
Contractors



Trends

Increasing Information Sources: 
How to determine best or appropriate source
What quality or assurance level is a source?
Multiple sources may need to be consulted

Increasing Entropy: 
Number of applications, repositories, protocols

More Structure:
Changing distribution, federation, aggregation 
requirements
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Modes of Identity

Application

Front-channel

Back-channel

User OnlineUser Offline

Workflow
Message-based

Atomic
Dynamic

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Front-channel embodies things like browser-centric protocols.
Back-channel embodies systems like database or directories
Online - refers to scenarios where the user is present or not present
Some protocols e.g SPML are really intended to occur in business process contexts or message based contexts. Other protocols tend to be more atomic or dynamic in nature.

The key challenge to the developer is how to characterize there application requirements and what issues will arise. Which part of the spectrum are key issues for the developers?
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SQL

LDAPSPML/
DSML

Modes of Identity

Front-channel

Back-channel

User OnlineUser Offline

Workflow
Message-based

ID-WSF

Browser-centric

Atomic
Dynamic

Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at SQL, it is by far the most popular system for accessing and storing data. It tends to always happen as a back channel (though there are exceptions).  We see both online transactions, and offline transactions.  User online and offline.

LDAP has a very similar profile to SQL, However it tends to focus on simple atomic, immediate transactions.  

In contrast, SPML tends to be used in message-based workflow environments.

User-centric protocols like InfoCards, and OpenID depend on the user being online and transfer happens exclusively through the browser.

In contrast, to some degree, SAMLv2 and ID-WSF do allow for both front-channel and back-channel operations. ID-WSF also has modes where a user-may be offline or accessible through an alternative connection (e.g. cell phone).  In this sense, ID-WSF tends toward the origin, though it does tend to be used in browser-centric operations.
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Modes of Identity

Front-channel

Back-channel

User OnlineUser Offline

Workflow
Message-based

Atomic
Dynamic

Application

ArisID

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ArisID’s ideal is from the application’s perspective, to try to support all modalities of identity.
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What is De-coupling

“Solving a problem by adding a level of abstraction is a very 
common technique in computer science, and the examples 
of spectacular successes abound.”

- Vittorio Bertocci et al, “Understanding Windows Cardspace”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Vittorio Bertocci’s book on Cardspace, he makes an interesting observation about the value of de-coupling. One of the spectacular examples is TCP/IP where by introducing layers (as in the OSI model), we were able to isolate networking systems from the issues of wire-level protocols like Token-Ring, vs. Ethernet, or even AppleTalk.

This is great stuff, it is a strong ideal. There are going to be more layers needed to bridge the gap between business systems and identity stores. Until then, identity will continue to exist as a set of different isolated networks.

Unfortunately, Cardspace is still bound to browser-based modalities. Still, there is a lot of work progressing here, and this is a good thing.

ArisID’s intent is to add another layer to further improve de-coupling.
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Current Approach

TCP/IP

DATA PROTOCOL

Cfg Mgmt Cxn Mgmt

Application Data Model / Beans

Application Control Logic

Application View Logic
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Inflexible Applications

TCP/IP

DATA PROTOCOL

Cfg Mgmt Cxn Mgmt

Data Model / Beans

Application Control Logic
Fixed
* Schemas
* Protocols 
* Cfg Options

Application View Logic
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Application View Logic

Re-think Identity APIs

TCP/IP

DATA PROTOCOL

Cfg Mgmt Cxn Mgmt

Data Model / Beans

Application Control Logic Requirements?
* Schemas
* Operations 
* Constraints
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ArisID
Provider

Re-think Identity APIs

TCP/IP

DATA PROTOCOLS

Protocol Adap Protocol Adap

ArisID Beans / Data Model

ArisID API

CARML 
Requirements
* Schemas
* Operations 
* Constraints

Application View/Control Logic

Mapping

Routing & Discovery

Authorization / Audit
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ArisID Architecture
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OVD Provider for ArisID
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How does IGF work in practice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so now it is time to talk about IGF and how it begins to address these issues.



Assurance, Governance and Run-Time Protocols

Assurance
Liberty IAF 
PCI 
Audit Standards?

What quality is the data being transferred?
What NIST Level?

Governance 
Liberty IGF (CARML) 
XACML (AAPML) 
WS-Policy 
Privacy Legislation

Why should information be transferred, 
collected, or updated?
Who gets to do what?
Where will the be used or held?

Protocol
LDAP 
SAML2, ID-WSF 
WS-Trust / WS-Policy

How should information be exchanged?
Which security mechanisms?
What transactions?

IM
PA

C
TS

IM
PA

C
TS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are we defining new protocols. The answer to that is definitely not.

Instead, I would like to highlight for you is the relationship between governance policy and the protocols used to exchange information. IGF is not a new protocol, but rather it is a set of policies that help to describe why information should be transfered, who gets to use it, and where it should be used. In contrast to protocols such as WS-Trust that already use WS-Policy, the focus is much more concerned with the mechanics of information transfer such as what type of encryption, signatures, and data encapsulation should be performed. While protocol has an approach for handling security credentials, there is very little consistency in how access control is handled if at all. With IGF we want to look at things at the next layer above the protocol much closer to the information layer - it looks at things from the perspective of the individuals, parties and organizations sharing information.

Finally, another initiative from Liberty Alliance is the Identity Assurance Framework. This places another layer on top of Governance to handle information questions like, what is the quality of identity information being transferred? Together these layers work together to support a trusted information flow combining secure transport with appropriate use combined with assurance.
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IGF Interactions
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IGF and LDAP
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Demonstration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so now it is time to talk about IGF and how it begins to address these issues.
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Basic Authentication
(or Form or SAML 
or Cardspace)

Container Triggered Authentication
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JSP Retrieves and 
Displays 
Authenticated User 
Information

JSP Execution
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What is going on?
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Two Active ArisID Clients

1. Container security authentication
Authenticates user according to policy
Container security uses ArisID

2. JSP
Uses session credential as key
Looks up application related attributes
Pretty prints found data
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JAAS Realm

Protected Servlets, JSPs,
and static content

ArisIDLoginModule

ArisID APICARML.xml

Container Security
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JAAS ArisIDLogin Module is an IGF Client.

Below: OVD server virtualizes it’s data to support JAAS
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showInfoAttrSvc.jsp

ArisID API

CARML.xml

JSP Execution
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JSP Script To Show User Information

JSP initializes 
using external 
CARML 
document
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CARML Declaration
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OVD Mapping of CARML Declaration
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Look-up authenticated user information

User Context / Session Info

Definition of getUser
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Display retrieved information
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ArisID Summary

Standards
CARML - Data and transaction definitions
WS-Policy - Privacy assertions
AAPML - Attribute Authority Policy
Protocol Profiles - How IGF is Applied to Protocols

Future
Work on federation protocols
Development of open source provider
IDE Tooling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to conclude, IGF enhances privacy by providing necessarily declarations and policies that federated organizations need to securely exchange data in a privacy supporting way. The declarations make it easier to both perform privacy impact assessments and to provide identity services infrastructure able to fulfill application requirements. 

As we go forward, we will be working on profiling how IGF is applied to various common identity protocols such as LDAP, SAML, ID-WSF and WS-Fed.
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Learn More

Web
http://www.openliberty.org/wiki/index.php/ProjectAris
ArisID Providers:

http://www.oracle.com/technology/tech/standards/idm/igf/arisid/index.html

Inquiries to 
phil.hunt@oracle.com
prateek.mishra@oracle.com

Blogs: 
http://independentid.com - Phil
http://blogs.oracle.com/identityprivacy - Prateek

http://www.openliberty.org/wiki/index.php/ProjectAris
mailto:phil.hunt@oracle.com
mailto:prateek.mishra@oracle.com
http://independentid.com
http://blogs.oracle.com/identityprivacy
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